
ASTROLENE™
Treated synthetic for top performance
Astrolene mop yarn is a special blend of four different synthetic yarns to provide strength 
and launderability. The synthetic yarn readily absorbs the treatment for heavier commercial 
or industrial dust mop applications.

treated, mop types 18 in. 24 in. 36 in. 48 in. pack

slip-on, cut-end 12818 12824 12836 12848

10tie-on, cut-end 22818 22824 22836 22848

slip-on, looped-end 32818 32824 32836 32848

tie-on, looped-end 42818 42824 42836 42848

Untreated synthetic
DUST MOPS

Synthetic dust mops generate a static charge to pick up 
dust without the need for dust mop treatment. 

electrastat™
Electrastat nylon yarn is long wearing and launderable for an 
extended service life. These mops are available in four distinct, bright 
colours for easy identification when used in segregation programs.

multistat™
Multistat's acrylic-polyester blend yarn is spun with a 
tighter twist for extended life when used for light to 
moderate dust mopping. Mops can be cleaned by 
rinsing out and hanging to dry overnight. 

mop type colour 18 in. 24 in. 36 in. 48 in. pack

slip-on

blue 15018 15024 15036 15048

10

green 14818 14824 14836 14848

red 14918 14924 14936 14948

yellow 15118 15124 15136 15148

tie-on

blue 25018 25024 25036 25048

green 24818 24824 24836 24848

red 24918 24924 24936 24948

yellow 25118 25124 25136 25148

mop type 18 in. 24 in. 36 in. 48 in. 60 in. pack

tie-on
23418 23424 23436 23448 - 10

- - - - 23460 5

Service life: 75-200 laundry cycles with proper care.

The Multistat is a semi-disposable 
dust mop for facilities where  
laundering is not an option.

Service life: 75-200 laundry cycles 
with proper care.

Astrolene’s colourfast yarn is heat-set to prevent unravelling and 
lint-off. Dries in half the time of a traditional cotton dust mop.
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